
Designed to peel, scrape, pick and cut
SCRAPERS & BLADES

item description pack
202 13/16-in. flexible putty knife

10200 1½-in. flexible putty knife

201 1½-in. stiff putty knife

No maintenance department should be without these tools. From removing 
gum from under chairs or on floors, to filling nail holes in drywall; a myriad  
of small jobs are made easier with these traditional tools. 

1½-inch RazoR scRapeRs
The set-up button features a CLOSE position for safe 
storage, and a SCRAPE position to secure the blade 
during scraping. Razor blade change-outs are quick, 
safe, and economical.

putty knives
Nylon handle will resist the strongest impacts. Riveted, full tang blade 
offers durability and reliability. High carbon steel provides maximum 
durability in a flexible or stiff blade.  

item description pack
205 metal razor scraper

20
206 plastic razor scraper

1½-inch RazoRs
These razor blades fit the razor scrapers featured above. High-quality carbon steel blades 
stay sharper longer and feature a safety edge for handling. Each blade is individually 
packaged with a cardboard safety sleeve. 

item description pack
211 5 blades x 20 1

210 box of 100 1

202 200 & 201

At home in the restaurant or bar
DISH MOP & BAR WIPE

The dish mop and bar wipe are the perfect semi-disposable 
cleaning tools for a busy restaurant or bar. 

Scouring dishes
METAL SPONGES

Not every recipe turns out as planned. Every kitchen needs a supply of these 
little scouring sponges to clean pots, pans and other metal surfaces.

item description pack
10050 50g stainless steel, scour sponge

12
10055 50g brass, scour sponge

item description pack
900 dish mop 10

120 cotton terry, 15 x 18 in. 120

metal sponges
These metal scouring sponges last longer than steel 
wool. In addition, these sponges do not disintegrate 
or rust. 

Use the stainless steel sponge on metal surfaces such 
as pots and pans. Use brass when a softer scrubbing 
action is required: for example, on enamel-coated 
racks or implements. Quick, safe cleaning without 
chemicals makes these metal sponges a hit.

The dish mop is the perfect tool for getting into 
glasses to remove dried-on residue before it goes 
through the bar glass sanitizer.  The mop fibres are 
rayon, which dries quicker than cotton.

Every restaurant needs cotton terry bar wipes. Use 
the cloth slightly damp as a quick duster. 
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